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INTRODUCTION
What do a recent college graduate living in North Carolina, 1 a
computer science student in Tbilisi, Georgia, 2 and a teenager in the

1. Scott Shane, From Headline to Photograph a Fake News Masterpiece, N.Y.
TIMES (Jan. 18, 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/18/us/fake-news-hillaryclinton-cameron-harris.html.
2. Andrew Higgins, et al., Inside a Fake News Sausage Factor: ‘This Is All
TIMES
(Nov.
25,
2016),
About
Income,’
N.Y.
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Republic of Macedonia 3 all have in common? They all make money
by creating and disseminating fake news on the Internet.
For recent North Carolina graduate, Cameron Harris, fake news
was an easy solution to a cash shortage problem. 4 In early September
of 2016, Harris found it increasingly difficult to make ends meet. As a
true child of the Internet Age, Harris turned to the web; and after a quick
internet search, he realized he could make advertising money 5 by
generating fake news. 6
Within an hour, he purchased
www.ChristianTimesNewspaper.com for five dollars and started
writing news stories. 7 The fake news business model is simple: the
more people that visit the site to read the stories, the more advertising
money the author generates. 8
Luckily for Harris, his foray into the fake news racket could not
have come at a better time. The 2016 American Presidential election
was the perfect topic; it was all anyone wanted to read about. 9 Harris
generated moderate traffic and a small amount of advertising money
with stories entitled, “Hillary Clinton Blames Racism for Cincinnati
Gorilla’s Death” and “NYPD Looking to Press Charges against Bill
Clinton for Underage Sex Ring.” 10 However, his biggest payday was
the result of a sudden bolt of inspiration while listening to then

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/25/world/europe/fake-news-donald-trumphillary-clinton-georgia.html.
3. In Macedonia’s Fake News Hub, this Teen Shows How It’s Done, CBS NEWS
(Dec. 2, 2016), http://www.cbsnews.com/news/fake-news-macedonia-teen-showshow-its-done/.
4. Shane, supra note 1.
5. Paresh Dave, Without These Ads, There Wouldn’t Be Money in Fake News,
L.A. TIMES (Dec. 9, 2016), http://www.latimes.com/business/technology/la-fi-tnfake-news-ad-economy-20161208-story.html.
6. “Today I’m going to teach you how to earn thousands of dollars with fake
news.” Oliver Clark, How to Make Big Money Online with Fake News – FULL
GUIDE, 101 GEEK, http://101geek.com/how-to-make-big-money-online-with-fakenews-full-guide/.
7. Id.
8. Dave, supra note 5.
9. Id.
10. Id.
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presidential candidate, Donald Trump, told a crowd in Ohio, “I’m afraid
the election is going to be rigged, I have to be honest.” 11
Harris sat down at his computer and in an hour had a story complete
with photo-shopped images of Randall Prince, an Everyman 12 from
Columbus, standing with boxes full of fraudulent ballots. 13 The
headline read, “BREAKING: ‘Tens of Thousands’ of fraudulent
Clinton votes found in Ohio warehouse.” 14 The article is replete with
quotations from sources describing “‘potentially tens of thousands of
votes’ for Hillary Clinton” and a replica of a fraudulent ballot provided
by an Ohio affiliate. 15 Harris posted the story to his website,
www.ChristianTimesNewspaper.com, promoted it through a few
dummy Facebook profiles, and waited. 16 The response was incredible,
and literally overnight. 17 The very next day, the board of elections in
Franklin County, Ohio announced it was investigating the possible
election tampering. 18 Six million people shared the story and Harris
made about $5,000 in ad revenue—more than enough to pay the rent.19

11. See Jeremy Diamond, Trump: ‘I’m afraid the election’s going to be rigged,’
CNN POLITICS (Aug. 2, 2016), http://www.cnn.com/2016/ 08/01/politics/donaldtrump-election-2016-rigged/; Allan Smith, Donald Trump: ‘I’m afraid the election is
INSIDER,
(Aug.
1,
2016),
going
to
be
rigged,’
BUS.
http://www.businessinsider.com/donald-trump-rigged-election-2016-8.
12. A typical or ordinary person. Everyman, MERRIAM WEBSTER DICTIONARY
(11th ed. 2014).
13. See Shane, supra note 1.
14. Archive
of
the
original
article
as
posted
on
www.ChristianTimesNewspaper.com.
https://web.archive.org/web/20161003181610/http:/christiantimesnewspaper.com/br
eaking-tens-of-thousands-of-fraudulent-clinton-votes-found-in-ohio-warehouse/.
15. Id.
16. Shane, supra note 1.
17. Id.
18. Id.
19. Id. Eventually, the story is proven false and Cameron Harris takes down
www.ChristianTimesNewspaper.com, but there is no legal action brought against him
for knowingly fabricating and promoting the story, with the intention of profiting from
advertising revenue. See, e.g., Ballot Bluffing: A disingenuous article falsely claimed
that “tens of thousands” of fraudulent ballots were discovered in a warehouse in
Ohio, SNOPES, https://www.snopes.com/clinton-votes-found-in-warehouse/ (Snopes
is an organization that investigates internet sources and does definitive fact-checking)
(last visited Nov. 05, 2017).
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Beqa Latsabidze, a twenty-two-year-old unemployed college
senior from Tbilisi, Georgia, was in a situation not much different than
Harris’s when he set up a fake news website specifically to generate
advertising revenue. 20 Latsabidze too wrote about the election on his
website www.MyFreshNews.com; 21 however, he began with proHillary articles, but gained little traction. 22 It was not until he started
posting “laudatory stories about Donald J. Trump that mixed real—and
completely fake—news in a stew of anti-Clinton fervor” that he started
generating enough traffic to make money. 23 According to data
compiled by BuzzFeed, Latsabidze penned the “third most-trafficked
fake story on Facebook from May [2016] to July [2016].” 24 The article
reported that “the Mexican government announced they will close their
borders to Americans in the event that Donald Trump is elected
President of the United States.” 25 Latsabidze also wrote an article in
August 2016 claiming an ISIS suicide bomber killed 106 people
attending a California music festival. 26
In an interview, Latsabidze claimed his intent is merely to create
satirical news stories. “Nobody really believes that Mexico is going to
close its border . . . . This is crazy.” 27 For him, it is “all about income,
nothing more,” and his Mexico border article brought in approximately
$6,000 in advertising revenue from Google. When asked if a
crackdown on fake news may deter fake news purveyors, Latsabidze
replied, “[S]omething else will come along to replace it,” and “[if
America wanted] to, they [could] control everything, but this will stop

20. Higgins, supra note 2.
21. The website url www.myfreshnews.com now reroutes searchers to an
unsecure website entitled www.theusa-news.com. A pop up greets users immediately
with the direction to “LIKE IF YOU WANT ISLAM BANNED.” See also The
Rhythm is Gonna Get You: Fake news articles reported that 106 people were killed
at an ISIS-related California musical festival bombing, SNOPES,
https://www.snopes.com/106-dead-in-california-music-festival-bombing/
(last
visited Nov. 5, 2017).
22. Higgins, supra note 2.
23. Id.
24. Id.
25. Id.
26. Rhythm is Gonna Get You, supra note 21.
27. Higgins, supra note 2.
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freedom of speech.” 28 Despite landing a day job at a software company,
Latsabidze is reluctant to give up the fake news racket; he even
considered learning French to write fake news on France’s Presidential
Election in April 2017. 29
The money generated by fake news is even more appetizing to
Dimitri, 30 an eighteen-year-old living in Veles, Macedonia. 31 His story
is identical to Harris and Latsabidze’s; but for Dimitri, the money he
makes is 1250% more than the average annual wage in Macedonia. 32
A startling number of Macedonians are panning for gold in the virtual
fake news gold rush, and Internet savvy entrepreneurs all over the
republic are making up news and cashing in. 33 In fact, an investigation
by BuzzFeed and the Guardian revealed more than 100 fake news
domains originated from Veles. 34 When asked about the fake news
boom, Veles’s mayor, Slavcho Chadiev, said, “No one can be sure, but
it’s nice to think we could have changed the course of American
history.” 35
The onslaught of fake news during the 2016 presidential election
was staggering and spawned conversations about the “age of post-truth
politics,” 36 producing terms like, “alternative facts.” 37 Never before
has the fragility of the relationship between a healthy marketplace of
28. Id.
29. Id.
30. Dimitri is a fictional name. However, other than this name the rest of the
story is based on real facts.
31. Alexander Smith & Vladimir Banic, Fake News: How a Partying
Macedonian Teen Earns Thousands Publishing Lies, NBC NEWS (Dec. 9, 2017),
http://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/fake-news-how-partying-macedonian-teenearns-thousands-publishing-lies-n692451.
32. Id.
33. Id.
34. Id.
35. Andrew Byrne, Macedonia’s fake news industry sets sights on Europe, FIN.
TIMES (Dec. 15, 2016), https://www.ft.com/content/333fe6bc-c1ea-11e6-81c2f57d90f6741a.
36. Williams Davies, The Age of Post-Truth Politics, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 24,
2016),
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/08/24/opinion/campaign-stops/the-age-ofpost-truth-politics.html?mcubz=0.
37. Eric Bradner, Conway: Trump White House offered ‘alternative facts’ on
crowd size, CNN (Jan. 23, 2017), http://www.cnn.com/2017/01/22/
politics/kellyanne-conway-alternative-facts/index.html.
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ideas and a working democracy been more apparent. Despite
compelling evidence of the effect on the 2016 United States presidential
election and the public’s growing distrust in the mainstream media,
there has been no legal action brought against any purveyor of fake
news. 38
This Note provides a possible solution to stop the blitzkrieg of fake
news in the United States. Part I of this Note creates a taxonomy
consisting of four distinct species of fake news. The fourth and final
type of fake news discussed in Part I is the primary focus of this article.
Part II lays out the two most significant impediments to regulation,
specifically First Amendment jurisprudence and Section 230 of the
Communications Decency Act (CDA). Part III sets forth a solution in
three parts. First, Part III offers a way to define and identify
“commoditized speech.” Second, Part III sets forth a proposed level of
judicial scrutiny for “commoditized speech” sourced from the European
Court of Human Rights (ECtHR). Finally, Part III addresses the CDA
and Internet Service Providers (ISP) liability.
I. WHAT IS FAKE NEWS?
Fake news is exactly that, a fabricated story or article propagated
in the same fashion and via the same mediums as real news. 39 Fake
news is not a new phenomenon, but has roots reaching back to sixth
century A.D. 40 Procopius, a Byzantine historian, “churned out dubious
information, known as Anecdota [to] smear the reputation of the
Emperor Justinian.” 41
The invention of the printing press in 1439 exponentially increased
the circulation of news in a time when verification was nearly

38. Alex Murray, US Election: Fake News Becomes the News, BBC (Nov. 7,
2016), http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-37896753.
39. Hunt Allcott & Matthew Gentzkow, Social Media and Fake News in the
ECON.
PERSPECTIVES
211,
213
(2017),
2016
Election
31
J.
https://web.stanford.edu/~gentzkow/research/fakenews.pdf.
40. Robert Darnton, The True History of Fake News, NYR DAILY (Feb. 13,
2017), http://www.nybooks.com/daily/2017/02/13/the-true-history-of-fake-news/.
41. Id.
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impossible. 42 In 1475, the entire Jewish population in Trent, Italy, was
arrested and tortured because of a fake news story that purported the
Jewish community had murdered a child and drank its blood to
celebrate Passover. 43 The story was broadcasted by a preacher, and was
factually baseless. 44 Fifteen of the Jewish prisoners were burned at the
stake after being found “guilty.” 45 It wasn’t until Galileo’s trial in 1610
that “a desire for scientifically verifiable news . . . helped create
influential scholarly news sources.” 46
The United States is no stranger to fake news: in 1874 the New
York Herald published an article claiming, “animals had broken out of
the Central Park Zoo, rampaged through Manhattan, and killed
dozens.” 47 Despite the small disclaimer at the end of the article stating
the “entire story given above is pure fabrication,” many New York
residents attempted to flee the city en masse. 48
Perhaps more memorable is Orson Welles’ War of the Worlds radio
broadcast, complete with fake news bulletins interrupting the regularly
scheduled programming to report an alien invasion. 49 The response was
“flabbergasting . . . [h]ouses were emptying, churches were filling up;
from Nashville to Minneapolis there was wailing in the street and the
rending of garments.” 50 Though the reaction was more than was
expected, the intent of the War of the Worlds radio broadcast was to
entertain. The intent to entertain is behind much of the modern day

42. Jacob Soll, The Long and Brutal History of Fake News, POLITICO MAG.
(Dec. 18, 2016), http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/12/fake-newshistory-long-violent-214535.
43. Id.
44. Id.
45. Id.
46. Id.
47. David Uberti, The Real History of Fake News, COLUM. JOURNALISM REV.
(Dec. 15, 2016), http://www.cjr.org/special_report/ fake_news_history.php.
48. Id.
49. JAMES NAREMORE, THE MAGIC WORLD OF ORSON WELLES 31 (Uni. Ill.
Press 2015) (1978).
50. When Pearl Harbor was announced by Orson Welles, many people did not
believe it to be true. President Roosevelt sent Welles a note chastising him for “crying
wolf.” ORSON WELLES & PETER BOGDANOVICH, THIS IS ORSON WELLES 18 (DA
Capo Press 1998).
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satirical fake news, like The Onion. 51 The success of satirical news is
often predicated on the ability to be just ridiculous enough to be true,
which is often accomplished by incorporating actual facts. 52 However,
the most recent incarnation of fake news grown in the wild west of the
Internet is a slippery chimera, 53 more pervasive than the fake news and
satire previously experienced. The repercussions of a marketplace of
ideas inundated with counterfeit news packaged to look true are serious
and have the potential to destroy entire political systems. An
examination of the current landscape reveals two types of fake news:
accidental and intentional.
A. Accidental – Viral Fake News
According to a 2016 study by the Pew Research Center, 79% of
Americans with internet access use Facebook, 54 24% use Twitter, 55 and
62% of adults obtain news from social media platforms. 56 Furthermore,
the user-friendly interface of most social media platforms allow for

51. Morning Edition, Area Man Realizes He’s Been Reading Fake News for 25
Years, NPR (Aug. 29, 2013, 3:28AM), http://www.npr.org/2013/08/29/
216439725/area-man-realizes-hes-been-reading-fake-news-for-25-years.
52. Id.
53. Much like fake news, which often consists of partially true stories, a
chimera is “an individual, organ, or part consisting of tissues of diverse genetic
constitution.” See Chimera, MERRIAM WEBSTER DICTIONARY (11th ed. 2014).
54. Shannon Greenwood, Andrew Perrin & Maeve Duggan, Social Media
RES.
CTR.
(Nov.
11,
2016),
Update
2016,
PEW
http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/11/11/social-media-update-2016/.
55. Id.
56. Jeffrey Gottfried & Elisa Shearer, News Use Across Social Media Platforms
2016, JOURNALISM.ORG (May 26, 2016), http://www.journalism.org/2016/05/26/
news-use-across-social-media-platforms-2016/. Sixty-seven million Americans are
considered active Twitter users. Number of Monthly Active Twitter users in the
United States From 1st Quarter 2010 to 4th quarter 2016 (in Millions). Monthly Active
Twitter Users in the United States, STATISTA https://www.statista.com/
statistics/274564/monthly-active-twitter-users-in-the-united-states/ (last visited Nov.
7, 2017).
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information to be “reposted” 57 or “retweeted” 58 from individual
accounts with a few clicks of a mouse or flicks of a finger.
On November 9, 2016, Eric Tucker, a middle-aged man from
Texas, used his Twitter account to post a photo of a caravan of charter
busses with the caption, “Anti-Trump protestors in Austin today are not
as organic as they seem. Here are the busses [the protestors] came in.
#fakeprotests #trump2016 #austin.” 59 Eric Tucker had only forty
followers on his Twitter account at the time he posted the photo.60
However, by 9:00 p.m. the next day, the post had been shared more than
16,000 times on Twitter, more than 350,000 times on Facebook, and
had even been referenced in a tweet by President-elect, Donald
Trump. 61
Eric Tucker’s initial post and subsequent viral status is an example
of accidental fake news. He had no intention for his story, which he did
not fact check, to be seen by a number of people exponentially greater
than his forty followers. 62 Communication on the Internet lacks
physicality, facilitating a “disinhibition effect,” 63 which causes
“temporal synchrony.” 64 In other words, communication on the
57. Repost: something online for a second or further time. See Repost, OXFORD
DICTIONARY (2017), https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/repost.
58. Retweet: (on the social media application Twitter) repost or forward (a
message posted by another user). See Retweet, OXFORD DICTIONARY (2017),
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/retweet.
59. See Sapna Maheshwari, How Fake News Goes Viral: A Case Study, N.Y.
TIMES (Nov. 20, 2016), https://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/20/ business/media/howfake-news-spreads.html?_r=1; Rick Jervis, Allegations of Fake protests Spread as
Anti-Trump Fervor Grows, USA TODAY (last updated Nov. 12, 2016, 11:19AM),
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2016/11/12/fake-protests-antitrump/93665092/; Eric Tucker, Why I’m Removing the “Fake Protests” Twitter Post,
BLOG.ERICTUCKER.COM (Nov. 11, 2016), https://blog.erictucker.com/2016/11/11/
why-im-considering-to-remove-the-fake-protests-twitter-post/.
60. Maheshwari, supra note 59.
61. Id. Donald Trump tweet, 6:19 p.m. November 10, 2016, “Just had a very
open and successful presidential election. Now professional protesters, incited by the
media, are protesting. Very unfair!” @realDonaldTrump, TWITTER (Nov. 10, 2016,
6:19PM), https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/796900183955095552?lang=en.
62. Id.
63. JOHN R. SULER, PSYCHOLOGY OF THE DIGITAL AGE: HUMANS BECOMING
ELECTRIC 96 (Cambridge U. Press 1995).
64. Tom R. Tyler, Is the Internet Changing Social Life? It Seems the More
Things Change, the More They Stay the Same, 58 J. SOC. ISSUES 199 (2002).
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Internet creates a wide space between actions and consequences. This
chasm allows for Internet users to feel mentally divorced from the
possible effects of their actions, especially those that seem statistically
unlikely. Additionally, the anonymity afforded by the Internet allows
individuals to skirt responsibility by posting anonymously or under a
pseudonym. Compounded with the insouciance of the modern Internet
user, is the allure of instant fame should a post go viral. 65
On election night, shortly after Donald Trump was declared the
winner, people took to social media to respond, vent, and share their
reactions. 66 A Twitter account belonging to European freelance sports
reporter, “Simon Rowntree” posted, “I am at a Trump rally in
Manhattan, and thousands are chanting [sic] ‘We hate Muslims, we hate
blacks, we want our great country back.’ [sic] Disgusting.” 67 The tweet
was shared more than 100,000 times, including by a researcher from
Amnesty International and a CNN journalist. 68 An investigation
revealed Simon Rowntree’s twitter was a fake account set up
specifically to spread false information. 69 There were no reports of any

65. See Nicole Bogart, Going Viral: More Internet Users Uploading Video
Content in the Hopes of Making it Big, GLOBAL NEWS (Oct. 11, 2013),
https://globalnews.ca/news/898090/going-viral-more-internet-users-uploadingvideo-content-in-the-hopes-of-making-it-big/.
66. ‘Dear God, America What Have You Done?’: How the World and Its Media
Reacted as Donald Trump Became US President-Elect, THE TELEGRAPH (Nov. 10,
2016, 1:23AM), http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/11/09/us-election-the-worldholds-its-breath-as-polls-close-in-america/. See also Brian Stelter, In Their Own
Words: The Story of Covering Election Night 2016, CNN (Jan. 5, 2017, 5:51PM),
http://money.cnn.com/2017/01/05/media/election-night-news-coverage-oralhistory/.
67. Tse Yin Lee, Trump Triumph: Protest, Crying Children and Fake
Responses, BBC NEWS (Nov. 9 2016), http://www.bbc.com/news/blogs-trending37919973; Linda Qiu, No Evidence to Support Rumors of ‘We Hate Muslims’ Chant
at Trump Victory Rally, POLITIFACT (Nov. 9, 2016, 2:29PM),
http://www.politifact.com/truth-o-meter/statements/2016/nov/09/social-media/noevidence-support-rumors-we-hate-muslims-chant-t/.
68. Alexandre Capron, Viral Tweet on Racist Trump Supporters a Fake, THE
OBSERVERS (Nov. 9, 2016), http://observers.france24.com/en/20161109-fake-trumpsupporters-racist-chant.
69. Craig Silverman, There’s A Twitter War Going On Between Rival Groups
(June
16,
2016),
of
Fake
Football
Journalists,
BUZZFEED
https://www.buzzfeed.com/craigsilverman/fake-footbal-journalist-war-ontwitter?utm_term=.tnA8zVKBz#.clGPE4veE.
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retaliation in response to the tweet; however, benignity is not always
the case.
One month after the election, “on December 4, 2016, Edgar
Maddison Welch entered the Comet Ping Pong restaurant [in
Washington DC] and fired an AR-15 rifle into a door.” 70 This occurred
exactly one month after a Reddit user posted a thread entitled “Comet
Ping Pong Pizzagate Summary” to a message board used by Donald
Trump supporters, conservatives, and the alt-right. 71 The thread
“developed a wholly fictitious conspiracy theory that maintains Comet
Ping Pong [was] the site of an international Satanic child sex abuse
cabal hosted by powerful Democrats, including Hillary Clinton.”72
Prior to Welch showing up to conduct an armed investigation of the DC
pizzeria, Alex Jones, a noted far right commentator added credibility to
the story by promoting it through his website and radio show. 73 No one
was seriously injured by the incident. However, in the wake of both
negative and positive press, the owner of the pizzeria had to close the
restaurant in the days following Welch’s arrival and hire armed
security. 74 Most surprisingly, is the Tweet written by then nominee for
President-elect Trump’s national security advisor, Michael Flynn.
Despite the overwhelming evidence that Pizzagate was in fact false,
70. Jason Slotkin, ‘Pizzagate’ Gunman Pleads Guilty to Charges, NPR (Mar.
24, 2017), http://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2017/03/ 24/521377765/
pizzagate-gunman-pleads-guilty-to-charges. See also Kim LaCapria, Check E.
Sleaze: A Detailed Conspiracy Theory Known as “Pizzagate” Holds That a Pedophile
Ring is Operating Out of a Clinton-Linked Pizzeria Called Comet Ping Pong, SNOPES
(Dec. 4, 2016), http://www.snopes.com/pizzagate-conspiracy/; Cecilia Kang, Fake
News Onslaught Targets Pizzeria As Nest of Child-Trafficking, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 21,
2016), https://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/21/technology/fact-check-this-pizzeria-isnot-a-child-trafficking-site.html.
71. LaCapria, supra note 70.
72. Camila Domonoske, Man Fires Rifle Inside D.C. Pizzeria, Cites Fictitious
Conspiracy Theories, NPR (Dec. 5, 2016), http://www.npr.org/sections/thetwoway/2016/12/05/504404675/man-fires-rifle-inside-d-c-pizzeria-cites-fictitiousconspiracy-theories.
73. Eli Rosenberg, Alex Jones Apologizes for Promoting ‘Pizzagate’ Hoax,
N.Y. TIMES (Mar. 25, 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/2017/ 03/25/business/ alexjones-pizzagate-apology-comet-ping-pong.html; Alex Jones’s viewership is more
than Rush Limbaugh and Glen Beck combined. Alexander Zaitchik, Meet Alex Jones,
ROLLINGSTONE (Mar. 2, 2011), http://www.rollingstone.com/ politics/news/talkradios-alex-jones-the-most-paranoid-man-in-america-20110302.
74. Rosenberg, supra note 73.
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General Flynn tweeted, “U decide – NYPD Blows Whistle on New
Hillary Emails: Money Laundering, Sex Crimes w Children,
etc. . .Must READ! https://t.co/O0bVJT3QDr.” 75
B. Accidental – Irresponsible Media
The news as an institution has humble beginnings. 76 The
trustworthiness of information was of great importance, and in
Medieval Europe the credibility of news was directly related to the
person delivering it. 77 Prior to the rise of printed news, ascertaining the
truth of a story was easier, as the listener could immediately question
the source of information. However, as the news market grew, the
“problem of establishing the veracity of news reports remained
acute.” 78 The stories found in sixteenth-century newspapers were often
misreported because the need to be first was often in conflict with the
need to be true. 79 News organizations struck a balance between speed
and truth by relying on a second source to corroborate the story. 80
However, as traditional news mediums struggle to keep up with the
shifting landscape of technological advances and social media, the
conflict between truth and speed worsens. 81 A casualty of this conflict
75. Aaron Blake, Michael Flynn’s Tweet Wasn’t Actually About #PizzaGate,
But His Son is Now Defending the Baseless Conspiracy Theory, WASH. POST (Dec. 5,
2016), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-fix/wp/2016/12/05/did-michaelflynn-really-tweet-something-about-pizzagate-notexactly/?utm_term=.16965f013229.
76. In the eleventh century, two monasteries, hundreds of miles apart in rural
Wales, would send messengers every three years to take the journey, to share news.
ANDREW PETTEGREE THE INVENTION OF NEWS: HOW THE WORLD CAME TO KNOW
ABOUT ITSELF 2 (Yale U. Press, 2014).
77. Id.
78. Id. at 3.
79. Id.
80. Id.
81. See generally John Dimmick, Yan Chen & Zhan Li, Competition Between
the Internet and Traditional News Media: The Gratification-Opportunities Niche
GATE
(Jan.
2004),
Dimension,
RES.
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/John_Dimmick/publication/227620850_Compe
tition_Between_the_Internet_and_Traditional_News_Media_The_GratificationOpportunities_Niche_Dimension/links/5543839b0cf24107d3962ed6.pdf. See also
Ruth A. Harper, The Social Media Revolution: Exploring the Impact on Journalism
and News Media Organizations, 2 INQUIRIES J. STUDENT PULSE 1 (2010).
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is a slackening of the journalistic fact-checking decorum. 82
Additionally, technology and the proliferation of social media
platforms has allowed for average citizens, with no sense of moral
obligation to fact-check, to play an integral role in the editorial process
by contemporaneously updating social media profiles in real time. 83
In December 2016, Knoxville News Sentinel published an article
about a hospitalized, terminally ill boy dying in the arms of a visiting
Santa Clause. 84 Shortly after publication, the Washington Post, BBC,
CNN, NBC, Daily Mail, Today, People, Cosmopolitan, Mashable, and
BuzzFeed all republished the heart-warming holiday story. 85 Within a
week of publishing the story, it was revealed no such thing had taken
place in any of the local hospitals. 86 In this situation, “news outlet[s]
covering this story simply assumed that the one before had performed
the necessary fact checking, and as the number of major outlets
covering the story grew, so too did its perceived trustworthiness.” 87
More recently, in June 2017, CNN ran a story claiming the United
States Senate was investigating the ties between Anthony Scaramucci,
a confidant of President Trump, and a Russian investment fund. 88 The
story was quickly retracted and the three journalists who penned the
story resigned. 89 President Trump took to Twitter commenting, “Wow,
CNN had to retract big story on ‘Russia,’ with 3 employees forced to

82. Kalev Leetaru, What Santa and the Dying Child Story Teach Us About Fake
news, Data and Verification, FORBES (Dec. 15, 2016, 10:28AM),
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kalevleetaru/2016/12/15/what-santa-and-the-dyingchild-story-teaches-us-about-fake-news-data-and-verification/#1069b29b5fc0.
83. Paul Farhi, In Dallas, Another Example of Perils of Reporting Breaking
News, WASH. POST (July 8, 2016), https://www.washingtonpost.com/
lifestyle/style/in-dallas-another-example-of-perils-of-reporting-breaking-news/
2016/07/08/9a0acde4-453f-11e6-88d0-6adee48be8bc_story.html?utm_term
=.3add95d03d6e.
84. Leetaru, supra note 82.
85. Id.
86. Id.
87. Id.
88. Michael M. Grynbaum, 3 CNN Journalists Resign After Retracted Story on
Trump Ally, N.Y. TIMES (June 26, 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/26
/business/3-cnn-journalists-resign-after-retracted-story-on-trump-ally.html.
89. Id.
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resign. What about all the other phony stories they do? FAKE
NEWS!” 90
While the immediate consequences of each of the preceding
examples of journalistic failures range from completely innocuous to
potentially dangerous, both contribute to a growing distrust for the
media and further contributing to the post-truth worldview. 91
C. Intentional – Fake News as an Agent of Chaos or Influence
At 8:30 a.m. on September 11, 2014, the Director of the Office of
Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness for St. Mary Parish,
Louisiana, Duval Arthur’s phone rang. 92 On the other end, was a person
reporting an explosion at a local chemical processing plant, Columbia
Chemical. 93 Shortly after ending the conversation, Arthur received text
messages and more phone calls claiming the same thing. 94 On Twitter,
hundreds of accounts reported the explosion, 95 and “[t]he
#ColumbianChemicals hashtag was full of eyewitness accounts of the
horror.” 96 From New York to Louisiana, journalists “found their
Twitter accounts inundated with messages about the disaster.” 97
90. Id. See also Sydney Ember & Michael M. Grynbaum, At CNN, A Retracted
Story Leaves an Elite Reporting Team Bruised, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 5, 2017),
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/05/business/media/cnn-retraction-trumpscaramucci.html?mcubz=0; Brian Stetler, Three Journalists Leaving CNN After
MEDIA
(June
27,
2017,
6:00PM),
Retracted
Article,
CNN
http://money.cnn.com/2017/06/26/media/cnn-announcement-retractedarticle/index.html.
91. Post Truth: Relating to or denoting circumstances in which objective facts
are less influential in shaping public opinion than appeals to emotion and personal
DICTIONARY
(2017),
belief.
Post-truth,
OXFORD
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/post-truth.
92. Adrian Chen, The Agency, N.Y. TIMES MAG. (June 7, 2015),
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/07/magazine/the-agency.html.
93. Columbian Chemicals Plant Explosion Hoax, WIKIPEDIA (Sept. 29, 2017,
8:12PM),
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Columbian_Chemicals_Plant_
explosion_hoax. See also Press Release from Timothy L. Fedrigon, Deputy Chief
People Officer of Birla Carbon (Sept. 11, 2014) (on file with author),
http://www.birlacarbon.com/pdf/Franklin-,-Louisiana-Hoax-9-11-14.pdf.
94. Chen, supra note 92.
95. Id.
96. Id.
97. Id.
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Corroborating evidence was also posted on the Internet, in the form of
a screenshot of CNN’s home page, which contained a photo of the
explosion and a YouTube video claiming ISIS was responsible. 98 Two
hours after Duval Arthur initially heard about the attack, Columbian
Chemicals issued a press release, claiming reports of an explosion were
false. 99 It was all fake: the screenshots, the YouTube video, the Twitter
accounts, the phone calls, the text messages, and the Wikipedia page. 100
The cell phones that made the initial calls and texts about the explosion
were traced, but such efforts led nowhere. 101
A single viral tweet from an ill-informed citizen did not generate
the Columbian Chemicals explosion hoax; it was a “highly coordinated
disinformation campaign, involving dozens of fake accounts that posted
hundreds of tweets for hours, targeting a list of figures precisely chosen
to generate maximum attention.” 102 The Columbian Chemicals
disinformation campaign, and many other similar campaigns, 103 have
been traced back to a corporation in St. Petersburg, Russia, known as
the Internet Research Agency, or less formally as Russia’s “troll
farm.” 104
98. Id.
99. Id.
100. Id.; see also Columbian Chemical Plant Explosion Hoax, supra note 93.
101. Chen, supra note 92.
102. Id.
103. Id. “On Dec. 13, two months after a handful of Ebola cases in the United
States touched off a minor media panic, many of the same Twitter accounts used to
spread the Columbian Chemicals hoax began to post about an outbreak of Ebola in
Atlanta. The campaign followed the same pattern of fake news reports and videos,
this time under the hashtag #EbolaInAtlanta, which briefly trended in Atlanta. Again,
the attention to detail was remarkable, suggesting a tremendous amount of effort.”
“On the same day as the Ebola hoax, a totally different group of accounts began
spreading a rumor that a police officer shot an unarmed black woman dead. They all
used the hashtag #shockingmurderinatlanta. Here again, the hoax seemed designed to
piggyback on real public anxiety; that summer and fall were marked by protests over
the shooting of Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri.” Id.
104. Chen, supra note 92; see also Olga Bugorkova, Ukraine Conflict: Inside
Russia’s ‘Kremlin Troll Army’, BBC NEWS (Mar. 19, 2015),
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-31962644.
See also Miriam Elder,
Polishing Putin: Hacked Emails Suggest Dirty Tricks by Russian Youth Group, THE
GUARDIAN (Feb. 7, 2012), https://www.theguardian.com/world/ 2012/feb/07/putinhacked-emails-russian-nashi; Daisy Sindelar, The Kremlin’s Troll Army, THE
ATLANTIC
(Aug.
12,
2014),
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The Internet Research Agency employs hundreds of people to
create fake online identities and post pro-Kremlin propaganda, to create
the illusion of a massive army of Kremlin supporters. 105 Marat
Burkhard, a Russian blogger, compared the Internet Research Agency
to the Ministry of Truth from George Orwell’s dystopian novel,
1984, 106 with regulations against laughing or fraternizing and fines for
being even a minute late. 107
In early 2017, the U.S. intelligence community 108 released findings
from an investigation of Russia’s involvement in the 2016 presidential
election. 109 The report stated, “Russian efforts to influence the 2016
US presidential election represent the most recent expression of
Moscow’s long-standing desire to undermine the U.S.-led liberal
https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2014/08/the-kremlins-trollarmy/375932/; Paul Gallagher, Revealed: Putin’s Army of Pro-Kremlin Bloggers,
(Mar.
27,
2015),
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/
INDEPENDENT
world/europe/revealed-putins-army-of-pro-kremlin-bloggers-10138893.html; Shaun
Walker, Salutin’ Putin: Inside a Russian Troll House, THE GUARDIAN (Apr. 2, 2015),
https://www.theguardian.com/ world/2015/apr/02putin-kremlin-inside-russian-trollhouse; Natasha Bertrand, It Looks Like Russia Hired Internet Trolls to Pose as ProINSIDER
(July
27,
2016),
Trump
Americans,
BUS.
http://www.businessinsider.com/russia-internet-trolls-and-donald-trump-2016-7.
105. Chen, supra note 92.
106. GEORGE ORWELL, 1984, (HOUGHTON MIFFLIN HARCOURT 1949). The
Ministry of Truth, which, “concerned itself with news, entertainment, education and
the fine arts,” was later described as the “Ministry of Lies” controlling the flow and
content of information. Id. at 25. “And if all others accepted the lie which the Party
imposed—if all records told the same tale—then the lie passed into history and
became truth. ‘Who controls the past,’ ran the Party slogan, ‘controls the future: who
controls the present controls the past.’ And yet, the past, though its nature cannot be
altered. Whatever was true now was true from everlasting to everlasting. It was quite
simple. All that was needed was an unending series of victories over your own
memory. ‘Reality control,’ they called it: in Newspeak, ‘doublethink.’” Id. at 88.
107. Gallagher, supra note 104.
108. See The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), The Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI),
and
The
National
Security Agency (NSA),
https://www.intelligence.senate.gov/sites.
109. Assessing Russian Activities and Intentions in Recent US Elections,
COMMUNITY
ASSESSMENT
(Jan.
6,
2017),
INTELLIGENCE
https://www.intelligence.senate.gov/sites/default/files/documents/ICA_2017_01.pdf;
see also Natasha Bertrand, It Looks Like Russia Hired Internet Trolls to Pose as ProINSIDER
(July
27,
2016),
Trump
Americans,
BUS.
http://www.businessinsider.com/russia-internet-trolls-and-donald-trump-2016-7.
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democratic order, but these activities demonstrated a significant
escalation in directness, level of activity, and scope of effort compared
to previous operations.” 110 There is evidence that Russia leaked
Democratic National Committee emails, which severely affected
Hillary Clinton’s campaign. 111
Russia created internet-based
disinformation campaigns to “seed[] doubt and paranoia, and destroy[]
the possibility of using the Internet as a democratic space.” 112
During the 2016 U.S. presidential election in Michigan, the
Computational Propaganda Project at the University of Oxford
analyzed Twitter to determine “the distribution of junk news, including
fake news, computational propaganda and ideologically extreme,
hyper-partisan, and conspiratorial content . . . .” 113 The findings show
fake news and professional news content were shared at a one-to-one
ratio in Michigan. 114 This statistic is particularly disconcerting
considering Michigan was an important swing state in the 2016
presidential election. According to the project, fake news websites and
politically controlled bots rely on social media to increase engagement
and “aim to influence conversations, demobilize opposition and
generate false support.” 115

110. Assessing Russian Activities and Intentions in Recent US Elections, supra
note 109; see also Fred Kaplan, Surprise! It Was Putin, SLATE (Jan. 6, 2017),
http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/war_stories/2017/01/awkward_the
_intelligence_report_on_russia_s_election_interference_puts_trump.html.
111. Neil MacFarquhar, Powerful Russian Weapon: The Spread of False
Stories, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 28, 2016) https://www.nytimes.com/2016/08/29/
world/europe/russia-sweden-disinformation.html?mcubz=0&_r=0.
112. Adrian Chen, The Real Paranoia-Inducing Purpose of Russian Hacks, THE
NEW YORKER (July 27, 2016), http://www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/the-realparanoia-inducing-purpose-of-russian-hacks.
113. Rory Clarke & Balzas Gyimesi, Digging Up Facts About Fake News: The
OECD
(2017),
Computational
Propaganda
Project,
http://www.oecd.org/governance/digging-up-facts-about-fake-news-thecomputational-propaganda-project.htm.
114. Id.
115. Philip N. Howard et al., Junk News and Bots During the U.S. Election:
What Were Michigan Voters Sharing Over Twitter?, OECD (Mar. 26, 2017),
http://comprop.oii.ox.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/89/2017/03/What-WereMichigan-Voters-Sharing-Over-Twitter-v2.pdf.
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D. Intentional – Fake News for Profit
When the Internet was still called the “ARPANET” (Advanced
Research Projects Agency Network), Gary Thuerk, “the grandfather of
spam,” sent the first email advertisement to 400 people. 116 It is hard to
believe that Internet advertising, now “a key player in the twenty-firstcentury global economy,” had such humble beginnings. 117 In 2013,
Internet advertising revenues surpassed both broadcast and cable
television, with $42.8 billion dollars in annual revenue. 118 While the
revenue report for 2016 has not been released yet, internet advertising
is projected to generate 20% more than the $59.6 billion in 2015—
making internet advertising the gold rush of the twenty-first century. 119
Individual-users make money by pairing with an internet advertising
network and posting advertisements on their websites, generating
money every time someone visits the website. 120 The formula is
simple: the more people who visit the site, the more money the website
owner makes. The three anecdotes in this Note’s introduction are an
example of fake news for profit and it is clear that the business of fake
news is booming—money is good.
Jestin Coler, of Los Angeles, California, is the CEO of
Disinfomedia, a company that owns fake news websites, such as
NationalReport.net, USAToday.com.co, WashingtonPost.com.co. 121

116. All Things Considered, At 30, Spam Going Nowhere Soon, NPR (May 3,
2008), http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php ?storyId=90160617.
117. Assaf Y. Prussak, The Income of the Twenty-First Century: Online
Advertising as a Case Study for the Implications of Technology for Source-Based
Taxation, 16 TUL. J. TECH. & INTELLECTUAL PROP. 39, 40 (2013).
118. PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, IAB Internet Advertising Revenue Report:
2013 Full Year Results, https://www.iab.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/
IAB_Internet_Advertising_Revenue_Report_FY_2013.pdf.
119. PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, IAB Internet Advertising Revenue Report:
2016 First Six-Month Results, http://www.iab.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/04
/PwC_IAB_Webinar_Presentation_HY2016.pdf.
120. Vishveshwar Jatain, High-Paying AdSense Alternatives for Your Website,
ADPUSHUP BLOG (Aug. 12, 2015), https://www.adpushup.com/blog/high-payingadsense-alternatives/.
121. Laura Sydell, We Tracked Down a Fake-News Creator in the Suburbs.
Here’s
What
We
Learned,
NPR
(Nov.
23,
2016,
3:31PM),
http://www.npr.org/sections/alltechconsidered/2016/11/23/503146770/npr-finds-thehead-of-a-covert-fake-news-operation-in-the-suburbs.
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Coler began creating fake news in 2013 as a way to expose the
“extremism of the white nationalist alt-right” by “infiltrat[ing] the echo
chambers of the alt-right, publish[ing] blatantly [sic] fictional stories
and then be able to publicly denounce those stories and point out the
fact that they were fiction.” 122 However, Coler quickly realized how
fast fake news can spread and how much money can be made. 123 More
importantly, Coler realized how easily people believed fake news
generally, and his brand particularly. 124 For example, after Coler posted
a fake story on NationalReport.net about Colorado residents using food
stamps to buy marijuana, a state representative “propos[ed] actual
legislation to prevent people from using their food stamps to buy
marijuana.” 125 Coler makes between $10,000 and $30,000 per month
creating fake news, a number that undoubtedly increased exponentially
during the 2016 presidential election. 126
In Phoenix, Arizona, Paul Horner, 127 has been creating fake news
for a while. 128 In 2013, he convinced about five million people he was
the elusive street artist, Banksy.” 129 During the 2013 government
shutdown, he wrote a fake news article titled, “Obama uses own money
to open Muslim museum amid government shutdown.” Horner’s article
claimed “President Obama paid out of pocket to keep a ‘federally
funded’ Muslim culture museum in Mississippi open” during the

122. Id.
123. Id.
124. Id.
125. Id. See also Lynn Bartels, Fake Report About Colorado Pot Shops, Food
Stamps Creates Havoc, THE DENV. POST (Jan. 14, 2014, 1:04AM),
http://www.denverpost.com/2014/01/14/fake-report-about-colorado-pot-shops-foodstamps-creates-havoc/.
126. Sydell, supra note 121.
127. Paul Horner was found dead in his Arizona home on September 18, 2017
from a suspected drug overdose. See Christina Caron, Paul Horner, Fake News
Writer Who Took Credit for Trump Victory, Dies at 38, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 27, 2017).
128. Caitlin Dewey, This is Not an Interview with Banksy, THE WASH. POST
(Oct.
22,
2014),
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/theintersect/wp/2014/10/21/this-is-not-an-interview-with-banksy/?tid=a_inl&utm_ term
=.ac121e8189bc.
129. Id.
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shutdown. 130 Despite the fact that there are no Muslim culture
museums anywhere in Mississippi, Fox News reported the story. 131
The 2016 United States presidential election provided an audience
of Trump supporters or Clinton haters, who were hungry for Horner’s
brand of fake news. 132 In March 2016, Horner penned an article about
paid protesters rallying for then presidential candidate Donald
Trump. 133 The article included a faux Craigslist ad and details about
130. Id.
131. Dewey, supra note 128; see also MMFA Alt. Channel, Fox News Falls
(Oct.
5,
2013),
for
Fake
Obama
Story,
YOUTUBE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V-bHEF6goF4.
132. “In our fake news database, we recorded 41 pro-Clinton (or anti-Trump)
and 115 pro-Trump (or anti-Clinton) articles, which were shared on Facebook a total
of 7.6 million and 30.3 million times, respectively. Thus, there are about three times
more fake pro-Trump articles than pro-Clinton articles, and the average pro-Trump
article was shared more on Facebook than the average pro-Clinton article.” Hunt
Allcott & Matthew Gentzkow, Social Media and Fake News in the 2016 Election, 31
STAN. J. ECON. PERSP. 211, 223 (2017), https://web.stanford.edu/~gentzkow/
research/fakenews.pdf. “Nothing can beat Trump’s supporters when it comes to
social media engagement . . . [s]o that’s why we stick with Trump.” Smith, supra
note 11. “[A] team of UCLA researchers [found] . . . conservatives are more likely to
drop their guard against lies when they perceive the possible consequences as being
dark. Liberals, less so.” Melissa Healy, Why Conservatives Are More Likely Than
Liberals to Believe False Information About Threats, L.A. TIMES (Feb. 2, 2017),
http://www.latimes.com/science/ sciencenow/la-sci-sn-conservative-believe-falsethreats-20170202-story.html. “Numerous reports have highlighted how fake news
creators began targeting conservative readers after finding them receptive to stores
that reinforced their existing worldview.” Christopher Ingraham, Why Conservatives
Might Be More Likely to Fall for Fake News, THE WASH. POST (Dec. 7, 2016),
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2016/ 12/07/why-conservativesmight-be-more-likely-to-fall-for-fake-news/?utm_term=.e4e051750095. “One of the
few comforts liberals had in the aftermath of the election was the anecdotal reporting
that fake-news purveyors found it easier to get conservatives to believe their baloney.”
Olga Khazan, Why Fake News Targeted Trump Supporters, THE ATLANTIC (Feb. 2,
2017),
https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2017/02/why-fake-newstargeted-trump-supporters/515433/.
133. Erik Hedegaard, How a Fake Newsman Accidentally Helped Trump Win
(Nov.
29,
2016),
the
White
House,
ROLLINGSTONE
http://www.rollingstone.com/culture/news/how-a-fake-newsman-accidentallyhelped-trump-win-white-house-w452488; see also Caitlin Dewey, Facebook FakeNews Writer: ‘I Think Donald Trump is in the White House Because of Me’, THE
WASH. POST (Nov. 17, 2016), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/theintersect/wp/2016/11/17/facebook-fake-news-writer-i-think-donald-trump-is-in-thewhite-house-because-of-me/?utm_term=.a2d3a3a17ce8;
Shanika
Gunaratna,
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the “six-hour training class where [paid protesters] were taught chants
like ‘Dump Trump’ and ‘Trump is Racist.’” The article was tweeted by
former Trump campaign chairman, Corey Lewandowski. 134 Sarah
Palin acknowledged the story during a rally speech stating that Trump
was “not even president yet and [he is] already creating jobs.” 135
The preceding examples yield a taxonomy that reveals stark
differences between the first three types of fake news and the last. The
last type of fake news is motivated by money, and offers little value as
a commodity in the marketplace of ideas. This type of fake news has
the following characteristics: it is often knowingly false or intentionally
distorted; its content is curated to elicit an emotional (rather than
logical) reaction; its readers share it an inordinate amount of times on
social media and other internet platforms; and it originates from a
website where advertisements generate income for the author. The
creators of intentional fake news for profit are directly incentivized to
write incendiary stories that garner the most attention and earn the most
money.
II. IMPEDIMENTS TO FAKE NEWS REGULATION
The success of a democracy hinges on an informed citizenry, and
the unfettered flow of information upon which citizens may make
choices regarding their government. 136 Protection for the “marketplace

Facebook Fake News Creator Claims He Put Trump in White House, CBS NEWS
(Nov. 17, 2016), http://www.cbsnews.com/news/donald-trump-election-facebookfake-news-creator-paul-horner-claims-responsibility/; Harper Neidig, Fake News
Giant: I Feel Bad About Putting Trump in the White House, THE HILL (Nov. 17, 2016),
http://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/news/306524-fake-news-writer-i-thinktrump-is-in-the-white-house-because-of.
134. Hedegaard, supra note 133.
135. Id.
136. See JOHN MILTON, THE AREOPAGITICA (1644) (“And though all the winds
of doctrine were let loose to play upon the earth, so Truth be in the field, we do
injuriously by licensing and prohibiting to misdoubt her strength. Let her and
Falsehood grapple; who ever knew Truth put to the worse in a free and open
encounter?”); HAROLD LASKI, AUTHORITY IN THE MODERN STATE 279 (1919),
available at https://archive.org/details/cu31924016879631 (It “is in the clash of ideas
that we shall find the means of truth. There is no other safeguard of progress.”).
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of ideas” is enshrined in the First Amendment of the Bill of Rights,137
which prohibits the government from establishing any law that curtails
an individual’s freedom of speech or freedom of the press. 138 Though
Americans “still champion the First Amendment as a fundamental
right” most engender a sense of ambivalence and “agree that
unrestricted free speech has the potential to prevent irreparable harm”
and at the same time the potential to “cause our nation irreparable
harm.” 139 Understandably, the need to negotiate the space between
appropriate effective regulations that comports with the intentions
embedded in the First Amendment and overreaching stifling regulation
is paramount. 140
A. United States Supreme Court
The First Amendment, as interpreted by the Supreme Court, “does
not confer an absolute right to speak or publish, without responsibility,
whatever one may choose, or an unrestricted and unbridled license that
gives immunity for every possible use of language and prevents the
punishment of those who abuse this freedom.” 141 Rather, the Supreme
Court has carved out exceptions for First Amendment coverage,142

137.
BILL OF RIGHTS INSTITUTE, https://www.billofrightsinstitute.org/
founding-documents/bill-of-rights/ (last visited Nov. 10, 2017).
138. U.S. Const. amend. I.
139. Qasim Rashid, In Harm’s Way: The Desperate Need to Update America’s
Free Speech Model, 47 STETSON L. REV. 143, 145 (2017).
140. Id.
141. Gitlow v. New York, 268 U.S. 625 (1925).
142. See Chaplinsky v. New Hampshire, 315 U.S. 568, 571–72 (1942).
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preventing obscenity, 143 fighting words, 144 defamation, 145 child
pornography, 146 and incitement to imminent lawless action 147 from
receiving the full protection of the First Amendment. Further, the
Supreme Court has limited protection for commercial speech. 148
With the exception of the aforementioned categories of speech, the
Supreme Court has shied away from making any content-based
determinations about speech out of fear that the government will
become the absolute arbiter of what should be protected under the First
Amendment; effectively chilling speech. 149 Ostensibly it is this fear
143. See Miller v. California, 413 U.S. 15 (1973). Supreme Court established
“guidelines for the trier of fact . . . (a) whether ‘the average person, applying
contemporary community standards’ would find that the work, taken as a whole,
appeals to the prurient interest, (b) whether the work depicts or describes, in a patently
offensive way, sexual conduct specifically defined by the applicable state law; and (c)
whether the work, taken as a whole, lacks serious literary, artistic, political, or
scientific value.” Id. at 24; see also Roth v. United States, 354 U.S. 476 (1957)
Supreme Court held, “obscenity is not within the area of constitutionally protected
speech or press.” Id. at 485.
144. See Chaplinsky, 315 U.S. at 568. Supreme Court held the First
Amendment offers no haven for, “face-to-face words plainly likely to cause a breach
of the peace by the addressee, words whose speaking constitute a breach of the peace
by the speaker—including ‘classical fighting words,’ words in current use less
‘classical’ but equally likely to cause violence, and other disorderly words, including
profanity, obscenity and threats.” Id. at 573.
145. See Beauharnais v. Illinois, 343 U.S. 250, 266 (1952); Gertz v. Robert
Welch, Inc., 418 U.S. 323, 347–48 (1974) (narrowing the scope of the exception
for defamation); N.Y. Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 283 (1964) (incorporating
an “actual malice” standard for defamation laws).
146. See New York v. Ferber, 458 U.S. 747 (1982). The Supreme Court held
child pornography is “material the production and distribution of which is not entitled
to First Amendment protection.” Id. at 765.
147. See Brandenburg v. Ohio, 395 U.S. 444, 449 (1969). The Supreme Court
held, a statute prohibiting advocacy of “violence ‘as a means of accomplishing
industrial or political reform’ . . . falls within the condemnation of the First and
Fourteenth Amendments.” Id.
148. See Sorrell v. IMS Health Inc., 564 U.S. 552, 572 (2011). The Supreme
Court held in order to sustain targeted content-based speech prohibition, “the State
must show at least that the statute directly advances a substantial governmental
interest and that the measure is drawn to achieve that interest.” Id. at 572.
149. See United States v. Alvarez, 576 U.S. 709, 752 (2012); Citizens United
v. Federal Election Comm’n 558 U.S. 310, 327 (2011); Brown v. Entertainment
Merchants Ass’n, 564 U.S. 786, 807 (2011); R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul, Minn., 505
U.S. 377, 402 (1992).
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that motivated the Court to afford First Amendment protection to false
speech, 150 violent video games, 151 hate speech, 152 images of small
animals being crushed by women wearing high heels, 153 blatant
political propaganda disguised as documentaries, 154 and protests at the
funeral of an American soldier killed during combat. 155
The Supreme Court case presenting the largest roadblock to the
regulation of fake news is United States v. Alvarez, 156 a 2012 case
striking down the federal Stolen Valor Act of 2005, “which
criminalized falsely representing oneself as having been awarded
military medals or decorations.” 157 The Court, in its opinion, claimed
counterspeech in the form of online ridicule and bad press is sufficient
to correct the harms caused by the false speech. 158 The significance of
this decision is the defendant, Xavier Alvarez, violated a law by
knowingly lying about something he definitively knew to be false, and
the Court granted him First Amendment protection all the same.
B. United States’ State Courts
In February 2017, California assembly member Ed Chau
introduced AB 1104, The California Political Cyberfraud Abatement
Act. 159 The proposed bill would make it a crime “for a person, with
intent to mislead, deceive, or defraud, to commit an act of political
cyberfraud.” 160 Cyberfraud was defined as “caus[ing] a person
reasonably to believe that a political Web site has been posted by a
person other than the person who posted the Web site, and would cause
150. Alvarez, 576 U.S. at 727–28.
151. See Entertainment Merchants Ass’n, 564 U.S. at 807–08.
152. R.A.V., 505 U.S. at 377.
153. See United States v. Stevens, 559 U.S. 460, 482 (2010).
154. See Citizens United, 558 U.S. at 371–72.
155. See Snyder v. Phelps, 562 U.S. 443, 460–61 (2011).
156. See generally Alvarez, 576 U.S. 709.
157. David O. Klein & Joshua Wueller, Fake News: A Legal Perspective, 20
No. 10 J. INTERNET L. 1, 10 (Apr. 2017).
158. See Alvarez, 576 U.S. at 728–29.
159. The California Political Cyberfraud Abatement Act, Assemb, B. 1104
(Cal.
2017),
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billTextClient.xhtml?
bill_id=2017 20180AB1104.
160. Id.
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a reasonable person, after reading the Web site, to believe the site
actually represents the view of the proponent or opponent of a ballot
measure.” 161 The first hearing on this bill was cancelled at the request
of assembly member Ed Chau. 162 However, even if California had
passed AB 1104 (which is unlikely) 163 the Supreme Court would
undoubtedly find the law unconstitutional.
Currently, there are nineteen states with statutes prohibiting false
political speech. 164 The definition of political speech varies from state
161. Id.
162. Id. under “History” tab. Presumably due to the sharp and quick backlash
by the conservative advocates listed below.
163. A Google search for “California AB 1104” yielded coverage of the bill
from only conservative and alt-right websites. The Center for Competitive Politics
published a letter stating: “enforcement of a provision prohibiting ‘false or deceptive
statements’ online will inevitably be exploited by those motivated by partisan
purposes,” the bill “will inevitably silence the speech of citizens lacking substantial
resources, particularly those innocently expressing their opinions on the Internet,”
“the remedy for false or misleading speech is more speech” and “existing libel and
slander laws are sufficient to protect candidates from genuine unfair harm.” Matt
Nese, Constitutional and Practical Issues With California Assembly Bill 1104, THE
CENTER
FOR
COMPETITIVE
POLITICS
(Mar.
27,
2017),
http://www.campaignfreedom.org/2017/03/27/constitutional-and-practical-issueswith-california-assembly-bill-1104/; EFF Action claimed the legislation is
unconstitutional and “would create electoral chaos on an epic scale” and would mean
any one could “get in trouble for retweeting something inaccurate that someone else
said.” Protect Political Speech Online: Stop California A.B. 1106, ELECTRONIC
FRONTIER FOUNDATION, https://act.eff.org/action/protect-political-speech-onlinestop-california-a-b-1104; Breitbart echoed the EFF’s statements claiming “[n]o law,
and certainly not A.B. 1104, will remedy fake news.” Lucas Nolan, Proposed
California Bill Would Ban ‘Fake News,’ BREITBART (Mar. 28, 2017),
http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2017/03/28/proposed-california-bill-would-ban-fakenews/; The website governmentslaves.info also parroted the EFF’s statements
claiming the bill “would be disastrous for political speech.” At the end of the article
the following stories were suggested for further reading, “3 Common Foods Surgeons
Are Now Calling ‘Death Foods,’” “Barron Trump’s IQ Will Leave You Speechless,”
“You Won’t Believe These Giants Are Actually Real People,” “CNN Refuses to Show
this Hillary Video. Click Here to Watch” and “Trick to Getting Top Brands for as
Low as $1.” California Bill to “Ban Fake News” Would Be Political Speech, GOV’T
SLAVES (Mar. 28, 2017), http://govtslaves.info/california-bill-to-ban-fake-newswould-be-disastrous-for-political-speech/.
164. ALASKA STAT. § 15.13.095 (2012); COLO. REV. STAT. § 1-13-109 (2015);
FLA. STAT. § 104.271 (2015); 10 ILL. COMP. STAT. 5/29-4 (2014); LA. STAT. ANN. §
18:1463 (2008); MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 56, § 42 (2014); MINN. STAT. § 211b.06
(2014); MISS. CODE ANN. § 23-15-875 (2015); N.C. GEN. STAT. § 163-274(A)(7)-(8)
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to state: some states prohibit statements by or about candidates relating
to the honesty, integrity or moral character or a candidate, 165 while
others are more focused on false speech regarding ballot initiatives.166
Unfortunately, for assembly member Ed Chau and AB 1104, First
Amendment challenges to these laws have been overwhelmingly
successful.
For example, the Washington Supreme Court held that a law
“punishing the sponsor of any political advertisement that contained
false speech regarding material fact if the false speech was published
with ‘actual malice,’” violated the First Amendment. 167 The court
“stated that the law erroneously ‘presupposes [that] the State possesses
an independent right to determine truth and falsity in political debate,’”
and the “content-based regulation . . . did not survive strict scrutiny
because the government had no compelling state interest in prohibiting
such speech.” 168
Similarly, a Minnesota regulation prohibiting false speech in the
form of political advertisements or campaign materials disseminated
with actual malice was found to be a violation of the First
Amendment. 169 The Eighth Circuit concluded that the false campaign
(2015); N.D. CENT. CODE § 16.1-10-04 (2015); OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3517.21.22 (LexisNexis 2013); OR. REV. STAT. § 260.532 (2013); S.D. CODIFIED LAWS § 1213-16 (2004); TENN. CODE ANN. § 2-19-142 (2014); UTAH CODE ANN. § 20a-111103 (LexisNexis 2010); VA. CODE ANN. § 24.2-1005.1(A) (2011); WASH. REV.
CODE § 42.17a.335 (2014); W. VA. CODE § 3-8-11 (2013); WIS. STAT. § 12.05 (2011).
165. E.g., COLO. REV. STAT. § 1-13-109 (2015); LA. STAT. ANN. § 18:1463
(2008); MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 56, § 42 (2014); OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3517.21
(LexisNexis 2013); UTAH CODE ANN. § 20a-11-1103 (LexisNexis 2010); W. VA.
CODE § 3-8-11(C) (2013); WIS. STAT. § 12.05 (2004); MISS. CODE ANN. § 23-15-875
(2015).
166. E.g., COLO. REV. STAT. §1-13-109 (2015); MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 56, § 42
(2014); MINN. STAT. § 211b.06 (2014); N.D. CENT. CODE §16.1-10-04 (2015); OHIO
REV. CODE ANN. § 3517.21-.22 (LexisNexis 2013); OR. REV. STAT. § 260.532 (2013);
S.D. CODIFIED LAWS § 12-13-16 (2004); UTAH CODE ANN. § 20a-11-1103
(LexisNexis 2010); WIS. STAT. § 12.05 (2011).
167. Jason Zenor, A Reckless Disregard for the Truth? The Constitutional Right
to Lie in Politics, 38 CAMPBELL L. REV. 41, 50 (2016).
168. State ex rel. Pub. Disclosure Comm’n v. 119 Vote No! Comm., 957 P.2d
691, 695–99 (Wash. 1998); see also Zenor, supra note 167, at 50–51.
169. MINN. STAT. § 211B.06(a) (2014) (“A person is guilty of a gross
misdemeanor who intentionally participates in the preparation, dissemination, or
broadcast of paid political advertising or campaign material . . . that is false, and that
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speech fails to implicate the interest at the foundation of libel law—that
is the prevention of injury to a private person. 170 The Eighth Circuit
framed the injury as being sustained by the subject of the false speech
and not those whose opinions were formed by the speech.
Most recently, an Ohio court struck down a statute that proscribed
false campaign speech, making it a crime to “[p]ost, publish, circulate,
distribute, or otherwise disseminate a false statement concerning a
candidate, either knowing the same to be false or with reckless
disregard of whether it was false or not, if the statement is designed to
promote the election, nomination, or defeat of the candidate.” 171 A prolife advocacy group challenged the law after the Ohio Election
Commission prevented the group from erecting a billboard reading,
“Shame on Steve Driehaus! Driehaus voted FOR taxpayer-funded
abortion.” 172 The message referred to Democratic Representative Steve
Driehaus’s vote in favor of the Affordable Care Act. 173
C. Communications Decency Act, Section 230
Congress passed the Communications Decency Act (CDA) in
1996. 174 Prior to the CDA, Internet Service Providers (ISP) were
vulnerable to defamation claims. 175 Specifically, if an ISP engaged in
any kind of content regulation, they could be categorized as
“publishers” under common law defamation doctrine thereby imputing
the person knows is false or communicates to others with reckless disregard of
whether it is false.”).
170. 281 Care Committee v. Arneson, 638 F.3d 621 (8th Cir. 2011).
171. OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3517.21(B)(10) (LexisNexis 2013).
172. Susan B. Anthony List v. Ohio Elections Comm’n, 45 F. Supp. 3d 765
(S.D. Ohio 2014).
173. Id.; see also Zenor, supra note 167, at 52.
174. See April Glaser, The Law that Let Silicon Valley Stay Clueless, SLATE
(Nov.
16,
2017),
http://www.slate.com/articles/technology/future_tense/
2017/11/the_law_that_let_silicon_valley_stay_clueless_made_the_internet_we_hav
e.html; Jonathan Zittrain, CDA 230 Then and Now: Does Intermediary Immunity Keep
(Nov.
10,
2017),
the
Rest
of
Us
Healthy?,
THE RECORD
https://www.law.com/therecorder/sites/ therecorder/2017/11/10/cda-230-then-andnow-does-intermediary-immunity-keep-the-rest-of-us-healthy/;
ELECTRONIC
FRONTIER FOUNDATION, https://www.eff.org/issues/cda230/legislative-history (last
visited Nov. 24, 2017).
175. Glaser, supra note 174.
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liability. 176 Worried this would discourage “the development and
utilization of blocking and filtering technologies, to restrict children’s
access to inappropriate online material,” Congress passed the
Communications Decency Act, as a part of the Telecommunications
Act of 1996. 177 Congress also intended to avoid chilling internet free
speech by imposing “liability upon companies that do not create
potentially harmful messages but are simply intermediaries for their
delivery.” 178
Section 230 of the CDA exempts ISPs from liability by providing
they “shall [not] be treated as the publisher or speaker of any
information provided by another information content provider.” 179 In
addition, under Section 230, an entity will only be considered an ISP if
it can satisfy three requirements: “(1) an entity is a provider or user of
an interactive computer service, (2) the claim is based on information
provided by another information content provider and (3) the claim
would treat [the defendant] as the publisher or speaker of that
information.” 180
In the jurisprudence following the CDA’s inception, the following
internet entities have been categorized as interactive computer service
providers, garnering protection: website hosting services, 181 social
networking websites, 182 internet search engines, 183 internet message

176. Id.
177.
ELECTRONIC FRONTIER FOUNDATION, https://www.eff.org/issues/
cda230/legislative-history. See also Joey Ou, Note, The Overexpansion of the
Communications Decency Act Safe Harbor, 35 HASTINGS COMM. & ENT L.J. 455, 458
(2013).
178. Id.
179. 47 U.S.C. § 230(c)(1) (2012).
180. Michael Rustad, Global Internet Law 516 (2d ed. 2016) (internal
quotations omitted).
181. Ricci v. Teamsters Union Local 456, 781 F.3d 25, 28 (2d Cir. 2015).
182. Klayman v. Zuckerberg, 753 F.3d 1354, 1357 (D.C. Cir. 2014); Caraccioli
v. Facebook, Inc., 167 F. Supp. 3d 1056, 1065 (N.D. Cal. 2016), aff’d No. 16-15610,
2017 WL 2445063.
183. Baldino’s Lock & Key Service, Inc. v. Google, Inc., 88 F.Supp.3d 543
(E.D. Va. 2015), aff’d 624 Fed. App’x 81, 2015 WL 7888322; Murawski v. Pataki,
514 F. Supp. 2d 577, 591 (S.D.N.Y. 2007).
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board operators, 184 and online classified advertisers 185. 186 The fear of
chilling speech on the Internet has created a virtual wild west, where
anything goes and accountability is rare. The protection afforded by
the First Amendment and Section 230 makes bringing a common law
defamation claim against an ISP essentially impossible. Further,
Internet users have become increasingly savvy in obfuscating the origin
of activity, making locating the source of the speech a futile exercise.
There has been little indication of any willingness to abdicate from the
theory that regulation of Internet speech is inherently
unconstitutional. 187
III. “COMMODITIZED SPEECH” SOLUTION IN THREE PARTS
The types of speech covered in Part I of this Note are markedly
different than the speech considered in the drafting of the First
Amendment. Democracies require citizens to be armed with all
relevant information, engage in thoughtful and challenging dialogue,
expose fallacies and untruths, and inevitably arrive at a cohesive (or
even recognizable) truth. 188 Speech protections are predicated upon the
organic formation of a marketplace of ideas that functions similar to a
capitalistic market. 189 Wherein, the consumer’s discerning eye would
force out false statements and liars, and good trustworthy speech is
preferred to bad speech. 190 However, what happens when that
marketplace is flooded, not with bad speech, but false speech
pretending to be true? 191
184. Universal Commc’ns Sys. v. Lycos, Inc., 478 F.3d 413, 419 (1st Cir.
2007).
185. Chicago Lawyers’ Comm. for Civil Rights Under Law, Inc. v. Craigslist,
Inc., 519 F.3d 666, 671 (7th Cir. 2008); Doe ex rel. Roe v. Backpage.com, LLC, 104
F. Supp. 3d 149, 154–55 (D. Mass 2015), aff’d sub nom Jane Doe No. 1 v.
Backpage.com, LLC, 817 F.3d 12, cert. denied 137 S.Ct. 622 196 L.Ed. 2d 579
(2017).
186. 47 U.S.C. § 230(b)(4) (2012).
187. See Glaser, supra note 174; Zittrain, supra note 174.
188. See MILTON, supra note 136; LASKI, supra note 136.
189. Stanley Ingber, The Marketplace of Ideas: Legitimizing a Myth, 1984
DUKE L.J. 1, 2–3 (Feb. 1984).
190. See MILTON, supra note 136; LASKI, supra note 136.
191. See Madison Malone Kircher, The Dictionary Attempts to Remind
Kellyanne Conway What the Definition of ‘Fact’ Is, N.Y. MAG. (Jan. 23, 2017),
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Commoditized speech (that is, speech which itself is a commodity)
has value not for its ability to express an idea, but for its likelihood of
being consumed. 192 Much like a minnow stops being just a fish when
put on the end of a hook, the value of commoditized speech comes from
its ability to lure readers. 193 The intent of commoditized speech is not
to inform, opine, or express—it is to be thrust into the stream of clicks
and create income for the author. 194 The author is directly incentivized
to create and publish content that is shocking and creates an urgent need
to “share.” 195 Today, the law not only allows for this to happen, but
also blindly protects the author’s right to do so. 196 Under the current
First Amendment jurisprudence, fake news is indiscriminately
protected. 197 Under section 230 of the CDA, Facebook, Google, and
anything else categorized as an ISP, are exempted from liability for the
tortious behavior of its users. 198 The recent barrage of fake news has
forced some internet advertising companies to deny service to fake
news publishers and suspended and delete social media accounts
connected with fake news publishers. 199 However, these actions have
all been spearheaded by the entities themselves in an attempt to rehab
bad publicity in the wake of the 2016 presidential election. 200
It has become glaringly obvious that the one-size-fits-all appeal of
the First Amendment does not fit the amoeboid shape of the Internet. 201
The First Amendment was penned during a time when all
communication took place either in person or by handwritten letter, and
now cursive is not even taught in schools. The solution in the following
http://nymag.com/selectall/2017/01/merriam-webster-tweets-facts-definition-forkellyanne-conway.html.
192. See Discussion Part I.D.
193. Id.
194. Id.
195. Id.
196. See Discussion Part II.B.
197. Id.
198. See Discussion Part II.C
199. Klein & Wueller, supra note 157, at 10.
200. Nick Wingfield, Mike Isaac & Katie Benner, Google and Facebook Take
TIMES
(Nov.
14,
2016),
Aim
at
Fake
News
Sites,
N.Y.
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/15/technology/google-will-ban-websites-thathost-fake-news-from-using-its-ad-service.html.
201. Rashid, supra note 139.
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sections for commoditized speech considers the drastic change in how
and where Americans communicate.
A. Defining “Commoditized Speech”
Defining commoditized speech in a way that is both narrow and
broad is perhaps the most difficult part of the solution. The lines must
be drawn to maintain the freedoms of legitimate businesses trading in
information, satirical commentaries, and artistic endeavors. First, the
initial requirements are the speech must be on the Internet and be
intentionally or knowingly false. However, the actual determination of
whether or not the speech is considered commoditized would be based
on an evaluation in light of the following factors: (1) whether the speech
must be used as a way to generate income (2) the level of falsity, (3) the
strength of the correlation between how many people view the speech
and its intrinsic value, (4) the existence of past publications of similar
material, (5) the extent to which the speech holds itself out to be true,
(6) the publisher’s intent, and (7) the publication’s effect. Each
requirement would be assessed on a spectrum and certain cases will
require more or less than one requirement. Additionally, as an
affirmative defense, the publisher may escape liability by providing
proof of an explicit disclaimer of truth featured prominently on the
publication.
Following the 2016 U.S. presidential election many ISPs, including
Twitter, Google, and Facebook, pledged to crackdown on fake news by
creating “trust indicators.” 202 Many of these companies are creating
algorithms to “flag concerning articles.” 203 The fact that there is a
mathematical and scientifically grounded method by which fake news
can be ferreted out and categorized as “commoditized speech” is
promising for potential regulation.
B. European Judicial Review Paradigm
Much like the First Amendment, Article 10 of the European
Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), adopted in 1953, guarantees
202. Seth Fiegerman, Facebook, Google, Twitter to Fight Fake News With
‘Trust
Indicators’,
CNN
Tech
(Nov.
16,
2017),
http://money.cnn.com/2017/11/16/technology/tech-trust-indicators/index.html.
203. Id.
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freedom of expression and information. 204 Article 10 of the ECHR
includes the freedom for expression, the freedom to hold opinions, and
receive and impart information. 205 The second clause of Article 10
limits this freedom by allowing Member States to derogate from this
right if “prescribed by law and necessary for a democratic society.”206
The European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) was established to
enforce the ECHR, and has solidified itself as an astute arbiter of the
freedom of expression since the early 1970s. 207 When confronted with
claims of Article 10 violations, the ECtHR must balance the rights
afforded in the Article with the limitations of Article 17. The effect of
Article 17 is “to withhold the benefit of the Convention’s guarantees
from those who wish to use them to further an objective contrary to the
values protected by the Convention.” 208 Article 17 has allowed the
ECtHR to deny protection to clearly racist speech, hate speech, and
speech denying the Holocaust. 209
Unlike the First Amendment, the balancing of Article 10 and
Article 17 of the ECHR creates a paradigm that aims to protect speech
up to a certain point by reconciling the rights of an individual and the
rights of the hoi polloi. This paradigm allows states to derogate from
freedom of expression if the restriction is “in accordance with the law”
and meets the “democratic necessity test.” 210 “The purpose of the
‘democratic necessity test’ is to ensure that any specific interference
with rights is judged against the “true,” rather than the alleged, needs of
a democratic society.” 211

204. European Convention on Human Rights, art. 10, Nov. 4, 1950, 213
U.N.T.S. 221.
205. Id.
206. Id.
207. Bruce E.H. Johnson & Kyu Ho Youm, Commercial Speech and Free
Expression: The United States and Europe Compared, 2 J. INT’L MEDIA & ENT. LAW
159, 161 (2009).
208. Mario Oetheimer, Protection Freedom of Expression: The Challenge of
Hate Speech in the European Court of Human Rights Case Law, 17 CARDOZO J. INT’L
& COMP. L. 427, 429–30 (2009).
209. Id.
210. See STEVEN GREER, THE EXCEPTIONS TO ARTICLES 8 TO 11 OF THE
EUROPEAN CONVENTION ON HUMAN RIGHTS 9 (Council of Europe Pub. 1997).
211. Id. (emphasis added).
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Further, the ECtHR has been “making increased use of the concept
of ‘positive obligations.’” 212 Essentially, “rather than merely requiring
Council of Europe states to refrain from interfering with individuals’
rights, the Court is frequently insisting that those states take direct
action to protect those rights” and “do things for [] individuals that give
them a certain quality of life.” 213
It is highly unlikely that the Supreme Court will impute the First
Amendment with a positive governmental obligation. However, there
is a possibility of adopting a new level of scrutiny inspired by the
ECtHR for Internet speech. 214 Specifically, the Supreme Court should
adopt the “democratic necessity test” mentioned as the level of scrutiny
applied to laws regulating commoditized speech. The “democratic
necessity test” would require the Supreme Court to assess and examine
the true need of American society in conjunction with the individual
rights of the person challenging a statute. This analysis would include
an evaluation of the need to preserve the marketplace of ideas and the
faulty concept that the best solution to false speech is more speech on
the Internet.
C. Internet Service Provider Liability
The last component to effectuating meaningful regulation of
commoditized speech is requiring ISPs to regulate fake news. The
likelihood of successful eradication of fake news created for profit is
contingent upon taking away the platforms used by purveyors of
commoditized speech. 215 While there have been efforts by both Google
212. Brice Dickson, Positive Obligations and the European Court of Human
Rights, 61 N. IR. LEGAL Q. 203, 203 (2010).
213. Id.
214. Anthony Barone Kolenc, Putting Faith in Europe: Should the U.S.
Supreme Court Learn From the European Court of Human Rights? 45 GA. J. OF INT’L
AND COMP L. 1, 6 (2017).
215. In 2013 the Copyright Alert System (CAS) was implemented to curb
online piracy. See Jill Lesser, Copyright Alert System Set to Begin, THE CENTER FOR
COPYRIGHT
INFORMATION
(Feb.
25,
2013),
http://www.copyrightinformation.org/uncategorized/copyright-alert-system-set-tobegin/; Javier Panzar, Large Fine Upheld Against BU Grad for Illegal Song
GLOBE
(June
27,
2013),
Downloads,
BOSTON
https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2013/06/26/court-upholds-fine-against-formerstudent-for-illegal-music-downloads/aXul4dPHxzv5mrnDUehaEN/ story.html.
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and Facebook to limit the number of fake news stories and bot accounts
used to push out the stories, there must be liability imputed to these
internet platforms to meaningfully cure the fake news epidemic. 216
Part II-C of this Note focuses on how section 230 of the CDA
protects ISPs and essentially prevents any regulation that will impute
liability. However, in September 2016, the Second Circuit Court of
Appeals found an Internet marketing company that promoted weight
loss products through fake news websites to be precluded from
immunity under the CDA. 217 In FTC v. LeadClick Media, the
defendant, LeadClick Media “operated an affiliate-marketing network
to provide advertising in Internet commerce” by “connecting [its
merchant clients] to third-party publishers—affiliates—who advertised
the merchant’s products.” 218 The affiliates would create fake news sites,
which looked like genuine news sites: they had logos styled to look like
news sites and included pictures of supposed reporters next to their
articles. The articles generally represented that a reporter had
performed independent tests that demonstrated the efficacy of the
weight loss products. The websites also frequently included a
“consumer comment” section, where purported “consumers” praised
the products. But there were no consumers commenting—this content
was invented. 219
Essentially, LeadClick’s affiliates serve the same function as the
employees at the Russian “troll farm” described in Part I-C of this
Note. 220 LeadClick argued that it was protected from liability for
violating a FTC regulation because it was immune under Section 230
216. See Nick Wingfield, Mike Isaac & Katie Benner, Google and Facebook
Take Aim at Fake News Sites, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 14, 2016),
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/15/technology/google-will-ban-websites-thathost-fake-news-from-using-its-ad-service.html; Romain Dillet, Google and Facebook
Ban Fake News Sites From Their Advertising Networks, TECH CRUNCH (Nov. 15,
2016),
https://techcrunch.com/2016/11/15/google-and-facebook-ban-fake-newssites-from-their-advertising-networks/; Daisuke Wakabayshi & Linda Qiu, Google
Serves Fake News Ads in an Unlikely Place: Fact-Checking Sites, N.Y. TIMES (Oct.
17, 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/2017/10/17/ technology/google-fake-ads-factcheck.html.
217. Federal Trade Commission v. LeadClick Media, LLC, 838 F.3d 158, 172
(2d Cir. 2016).
218. Id. at 162.
219. Id. at 163–64.
220. See Gallagher, supra note 104.
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of the CDA. The court held LeadClick did not meet the three
requirements 221 to be considered an ISP under the CDA. 222 In the
context of this Note, the most significant aspect of the LeadClick
decision is the court considered the intent, content, and effect of the
speech. 223 It was relevant to the court’s decision that the intent was to
confuse, the content was patently false, and the effect was to misinform
internet users. 224
While the LeadClick case is not the perfect watershed case in the
pursuit of ISP liability, it does provide precedent upon which to build.
CONCLUSION
Fake news will not be cured through the passive “wait it out”
approach. The echo chambers created by the Internet are now filled with
extremist, paranoid, and hateful information aimed to reaffirm and
promote ignorance. 225 Further, if the regulation of commoditized
speech decreases the amount of fake news in the market place, it would
be easier to discern fake news employed by foreign actors as a way to
manipulate political systems and the people they govern. James
Madison once said in defense of the First Amendment liberty, “A
popular government, without popular information, or the mean of
acquiring it, is but a prologue to a farce or a tragedy; or perhaps both.
Knowledge will forever govern ignorance; and a people who mean to
be their own governors must arm themselves with the power which
knowledge gives.” The truth of this statement still persists: a
constituency without knowledge or access to knowledge is insufficient
to support the demands of a democracy. Rightfully, the First
221. LeadClick Media, 838 F.3d at 164. (Three requirements: “(1) ‘is a provider
or user of an interactive computer service, (2) the claim is based on information
provided by another information content provider and (3) the claim would treat [the
defendant] as the publisher or speaker of that information.’”)
222. Id.
223. Id.
224. Id.
225. Alarmist rhetoric has caused a number of individuals to violently act out.
See Jamie Lynch, Woman Pleads Guilty to Hitting Immigrant With Beer Mug, CNN
(Oct. 18, 2016), http://www.cnn.com/2016/10/18/us/applebees-immigrant-attackminnesota-trnd/; Jason Slotkin, ‘Pizzagate’ Gunman Pleads Guilty to Charges, NPR
(Mar.
24,
2017),
http://www.npr.org/sections/thetwoway/2017/03/24/521377765/pizzagate-gunman-pleads-guilty-to-charges.
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Amendment and the right to freedom of expression are protections
against governments taking the power of information from the people.
However, it follows that the right to true information should be
protected as well. Access to all of the world’s information is useless if
it is impossible for individual citizens to differentiate facts from
alternative facts.
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